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found to be 3.16 volts. Eight breaks in the current-potential curves are
recorded, five of which are identified with the Lyman series, the remaining
three being ascribed to the hydrogen molecule.

This work was begun while the first author was a National Research
Fellow in Chemistry. He takes this opportunity of expressing his thanks
to the National Research Council.
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Since our announcement in a former note2 of a new method of crystal
analysis by X-rays we have made further experiments which have enabled
us to detect and study separately the reflections of rays belonging to the
characteristic line spectra of the different chemical elements in the reflecting
crystal. In the crystals thus far investigated-KI, KI3, CsI, CsI3 and
CsIBr2-X-rays characteristic of cesium, iodine and bromine have been
identified. These rays, produced by the excitation of atoms in crystals,
obey the law nX = 2d sin 0. They are in addition to and entirely different
from the anomalously reflected characteristic X-rays of iodine from KI,
reported in another note. Inasmuch as the general phenomenon has not
been discovered heretofore, it is the purpose of this note to present a brief
summary of the experimental results bearing upon this kind of characteris-
tic reflection.

In the first procedure in the analysis of crystals (1. c.) the ionization cham-
ber is fixed at a convenient angle and the general radiation from a tungsten-
target Coolidge tube allowed to impinge upon the crystal. By turning the
crystal a series of peaks is produced, each one corresponding to reflection
from a set of parallel planes in the crystal, such as those designated 100,
110, 120, 130, etc. For a cubic crystal, for instance KI, the 100 and 110
peaks are 450 apart, etc.

In the next step the wave-length corresponding to each peak is deter-
mined from the critical voltage and the quantum equation

Ve = hc/X, (1)
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and the perpendicular distance between the given set of planes from the
equation

nX = 2d.sin 0. (2)
In the case of crystals in which a given set of parallel planes are all alike

and equally spaced, the method of 'analysis just outlined usually suffices.
For complex crystals, however, in which the planes may not be alike or
equally spaced, the following extension often. furnishes important data.
This consists in determining the spectrum of the reflection from a set of
planes by setting on the peak corresponding to that set, for example the
100 planes, and then changing by steps the angles of both the crystal and
the ionization chamber, moving the latter at twice the rate of the former.
Instead of finding a series of peaks corresponding to different sets of planes,
the reflection from the 100 planes alone is analyzed.
The spectrum of the 100 planes of KI shows a series of well defined

peaks3 decreasing in intensity with increase in the angle, e. These peakls
appear always when the X-ray tube is operated at a potential above 33,000
volts. They cannot be due to reflection of the K-series line spectrum of
the tungsten target, since a potential above 69,300. volts is required for
its generation. The first peak, at an angle slightly greater than 30, is
characterized by a sharp absorption drop on the short wave-length (smaller
angle) side, a peak at the top of this drop, and a smaller, symmetrical but
incompletely separated peak on the long wave-length side. It was possible
in our experiments to determine at once by the critical voltage method the
wave-lengths corresponding to the center of the absorption drop, the higher
and the lower peaks. The experiments gave the wave-lengths .374, .388 and
.437 A., respectively. These are the known values of the critical absorption,
the K, andthe K.wave-lengths of iodine. Thesmaller peaks at larger angles
are the higher order reflections of the same characteristic radiations, facts
which we checked botJ by the angle and by the critical voltage measure-
ments of X. .

In more than 10 different determinations with different crystals of KI
and using orders to the sixth, we have found the values of d to lie between'
3.532 and 3.535 X 10-8 cm. A representative series of data is given in
table 1.

In our former note2 dloo for KI was determined at an angle of 5.510.
The critical voltage was 18,600 volts, corresponding to X = .6642 A.
which is a wave-length in the continuous X-ray spectrum. 'The value of
d calculated from this wave-length and this angle coincides with the value
calculated from the characteristic line spectrum as in table 1.
A further interesting confirmation that the spectra are characteristic of

iodine is obtained from an experiment which we made with the 110 planes
and an operating potential of 90,000 volts. Both the regular reflection of
the line spectrum of the tungsten in the target and that of the secondary
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TABLE 1
ANALYSIS OP THE SPECTRUM Or THU 100 PLAES Or KI. (62,000 VOLTS APPLIED To

X-RAY TUBE)
IONIZATION. ec

CHAMBNR ANGLR
RZADING

174°-35' 00
Right 168°-30' 30-2.51

168°-15' 30-10'
1670-25' 3 0-35'
162O-25' 60-5'
162 °0' 60-18'
1600-20' 7 0-7.5'
1560-21' 9 7'
1550-30' 90-32'
1530- 5' 10045'

Left 180°-40' 30- 2.5'
1800-55' 30-10'
181040' 30-32.5

RITICAL VOLTAGS

33,000
31,840
28,400
33,000
31,500
28,250
(Calcd. 90- 7.5
(Calcd. 90-30
(Calcd. 100°45
33,000
31,840
28,250

X (FROM DSSIGNATION D
CRITICAL VOLTAGH) X 108 cx.

.374 A. 'abs. (1st) 3.532

.388 I, (lst)

.435 Ia (1st)

.374 Iabs. (2nd) 3.532

.391 I, (2nd)

.437 Ic (2nd)
Iabs. (3rd)
Il (3rd)
IaI (3rd)

.374 'abs. (lst) 3.532

.388 I'o (1st)

.437 Ia (1st)

rays characteristic of iodine atoms in the crystal appeared. In our former
note the value of dilo was found to be 2.495 X 10,8 cm. from the critical
voltage, 26,310 volts, and the corresponding wave-length, X = .470 A., at
the angle 5°-30'. Using this value of d the wave-lengths corresponding
to each peak appearing in the spectrum were calculated. The remark-
able concordance between these calculated wave-lengths and the known
true values characteristic of tungsten and of iodine is illustrated in table 2.

TABLE 2
ANALYSIS OP THE SPECTRUM OF THE 110 PLANES or KI. (90,000 VOLTS

APPLIED TO X-RAY Ti
e DNSIGNATION

00

2°- 8'
20-25'
4017'
40-26'
4 348'5°0- 3'

Wp
Wa

Iabs-
Io
Wa (2nd)
Ia

UBE)
X (CAiCD. FROM

d - 2.495)

.1§5 A.

.210

.974

.387

.210

.439

In addition to the check in the value of d11o this spectrum shows (1) that
the characteristic iodine reflections are more intense than the tungsten
lines; and (2) that, whereas the a-peak is always higher than the ,8-peak
for the regular reflected target line spectrum, the reverse is true for radia-
tion characteristic of elements in the crystal. In all such cases so far in
vestigated the a-peak is always smaller than the (8.
With KI3, the structure of which will be reported in detail elsewhere,

exactly the same kind of characteristic iodine spectra have been obtained
as for KI. The first order I, and Ia peaks are at 2°-21' and 2-39'.

CRYSTAL TABLN
ANGLN

130-37'
150-45'
160- 2'
170-541
18°- 3'
18°-25'
180-40'

X (TRUs)

.1842

.211

.3737
..388

.437
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Calculating d from .388 = 2d sin (2°-21') and .437 = 2d sin (2°-39'), the
value 4.70 X 10-8 cm. is obtained. At 0 = 6 O-45' the critical voltage for
the 100 peak is 11,300 corresponding to X = 1.09 A. and d = 4.69 X 1o-8 cm.
The crystal unit of KI3 is a cube slightly distorted into a monoclinic
prism, since the angle between the 100 and the 110 planes is 450-12'.
Wells and Penfield have observed from goniometric measurements a slight
inclination of one axis to the plane of the other two. The unit contains
1/2 molecule. Consequently the original unit cube of KI with d = 3.532 X
108 cm. has expanded to an edge length of 4.70 X 10-8 cm. with an extra
;atom of iodine at or near the center.

atomrswe hav ____[4eobtained wthr Cs3 in whc theparallel plae ar not
alke Prcedn in th mane decie foK______T_____I the spctu for th11el1

A a * Q i t1 ~~~~~~~~~~17r 1I

L~an Ibpeas at_o55 an_O4~ Thu it beoe poss______tE |ib to analyze1

Sr sk , X t a aL +A ATIQAO4*2N lJg7 I I f
t E > 4 ~~~~FIGU7RE

snepartel the mspac dstribuiongcss ofboharathersicesimiadsheiodnefo atomsa

and this isrpit of the fact ta _esiu aned iodI tle soeclose Tog ther

plnssoninthetalffceicaleleentas.otie.Iahpekadasrto
Fromthabeean glesland wit have-lengthssubtittdinedbeqbtiuaton(2ngfor

Aha 4 orer of chrcersi ceiu pek aper an in adito the_____fR_ll1j 111

seartely thspc dsrbto sof bot te ceiu an the ioin a2|1toms

-anedothisi mspteostheinfcthatsesiumcarateisiemsiodieles close togethal

01 lnssoninthetalffceicaleleenwas.otie.Ec ekadasrto
Fromthasbenlabellesad wit have-lengthobsusttutainedqyuasitiing inl o
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cesium is 6.43 X 10-8 cm., and for iodine is 1.609 X 10-8 cm. Hence planes
containing iodine atoms are 1/4 as far apart as those containing cesium
atoms. We find CsI3 to be a rhombic crystal (the first of the type to be-
completely analyzed), for the parameters are different along different per-
pendicular axes. The spectra of the 100 and 001 planes, however, are-
like the spectrum of the 010 planes except that the peaks occur at different
angles. For the 100 planes the first order Csp peak is at 2°-14' and the I,-
peak at 9°-59'. Hence dc, is 4.49 and d1 is 1.12 X 10-8 cm. For the 001
planes the first order Csp peak is at 1°-26' and the Ip peak at 6°-21', with
corresponding values of d of 7.04 and 1.76 X 10-8 cm. The crystal unit
therefore must be a rectangular parallelopiped with cesium atoms at each
corner and iodine atoms at the center and equidistant along the body diag-
onal. From symmetry considerations the diagonals are probably distrib-
uted in the same way as those of FeS2.4
With CsIBr2, also a rhombic crystal with the values of d equal to 4.26

X 10-8 cm. (100), 5.91 X 10-8 cm. (010), and 6.90 X 10-8 cm. (001), the first
order spectrum peak is more complex since it contains the characteristic
effects of both cesiujm and iodine. These are, however, completely sep-
arated in the higher orders with remarkable distinctness. The iodine planes.
in this case are the same distance apart as the cesium planes. Singularly
a tall peak appears for the 100 spectrum at 6°-28', between the second and
third order cesium and iodine peaks. If this has a wave-length of .929 A.,
the Kp of bromine, then dBr comes out such that a bromine plane lies ex-
actly midway between a cesium and an iodine plane. The analysis of
this crystal is, however, incomplete and will be reported in detail after-
further investigation. Crystals of CsIBrCI and RbICl2 are also being-
studied in the hope of detecting the reflected X-rays characteristic of
chlorine, as well as of the other heavier elements.
The reflection of characteristic X-rays described in this note seems to be-

reasonably well explained by the assumption (mentioned in our first paper)
that a primary X-ray excites secondary. characteristic X-rays in atoms.
with a certain time lag, approximately the same for all atoms of one kind.
It is not necessary to assume that the primary ray has wave-lengths, but
only that it must have been produced by a voltage above certain critical
values. If the secondary rays have wave-lengths they will interfere and
produce beams in the required directions. This point of view, however,
does not appear to be compatible with the law of the conservation of energy
applied to the processes going on in individual atoms.

1NATioNA RXssAcRi FELLow.
2 These PROCUDINGS, 8, 90 (May, 1922).
3Curves illustrating this spectrum will be published shortly.
Bragg, X-Rays and Crystal Structure (1916), p. 132.
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